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LEGO
Technology Scouting & Direction Design
Exploring new play experiences, either to add
transformative technology to a familiar toy, or to
help make the radically new and ‘disruptive’, feel
more accessible and immediately enjoyable.
Partnering with a multitude of companies, be
it as technology enablers, co-developments, or
brand-activations: all with the goal of expanding kids (and adults’) creative potential.
“When he is doing his photography his mind
goes blank to his pain.” - Mrs Leslie Dunn

Unique global projects have taken me to diverse
locations, such as Japan (below) - exploring
new cultural shifts, Tel Aviv to test cutting edge
technology, Shenzhen - to hack hard/software,
and more besides.
I found my ‘Design’ foundation was built-upon
by envisioning future business strategy, supply
chain management, and strategic partnerships.
Due to confidentiality, little of my work is public yet - but I consider
it the best work of my career to date. Examples for discussion only.

First shown at 9pm 7/12/2016 on BBC 2.

Wonder-Stuff
Sugru means “Play” in Gallic. I’m a listed inventor
of the new Family-Safe formulation of this handmouldable adhesive. Sugru is used to mend,
modify and repair things. It feels like play-doh,
but sticks like Super-Glue.
As Head of R&D and Technology, I led a wonderful, vmulti-disciplinary team of 12, expanded
4-fold over 3 years, delivering cutting-edge
engineering projects and business-critical new
chemical formulations (EPO Award Winning); I
negotiated with world-leading dermatologists
to obtain compliance exemptions; co-designed
Sugru’s first DIY Kit for new consumer markets;
authored a Claims Matrix (25+ USPs) for Marketing and Sales strategies; represented Sugru at
public/industry events such as MoMA NYC’s
TechCity; and approached CERN, pitching a
technical collaboration to 20 leading scientists.

Royal Society of Chemistry Interview

Big Life Fix

TV Design Documentary with Simon Reeve
As part of a team of inventors building lifechanging solutions for people in desperate
need. A heady combination of cutting-edge
technologies and complex human factors. Add
extra pressure of ‘designing the impossible’ with
Zocus: Hands-free photography

Prototypes for Crime Prevention

a film-crew make it a high-pressure experience!
Originally deemed ‘impossible to be made’, the
show ran for two series, plus a Children in Need
special, and had some of the highest social
engagement for a documentary of its genre.
Always working as a team, with countless
experts, consultants - and directors/producers, I
personally lead 3 projects, and co-developed 2
projects, over a 4 year period in my spare time.
This has been a profound journey, not only
because of the technical ambition, but the
emotional complexity of many of the challenges
to design for a user and for the viewer.

Digital Playground for Blind (and sighted) Children.

Prosthetic Tools for Hairdressing

Dare To Differ
I initiated and led the landmark ‘Internet of
Things’ concept demonstration to the board of
directors, including Sir James. The concept is
now embodied as the “Dyson Link” platform.
I was 1 of 2 lead designers for Dyson Humidifier
AM10, Dyson’s fastest engineered product: 2
years from concept to finalisation. I followed
the entire project from concept development to
patenting and scoping future range expansion.
I co-created ‘Open Ideas’ innovation platform;
championed new technology platforms such
as Arduino; pitched with UK Heads of Sales to
major retailers in securing multi-£m deals; and
curated talks on ’Science of Colour’, ‘Hacking’
and with Michelin-Star chef Marco Pierre White.
Cited on over 20 patents to date.

Pressure Alert!
Final year project with NHS (patented in 2010,
nine awards received). Formative experience in
close collaboration with leading consultant in
paediatric anaesthesia and pain management
Dr. Graham Bell.
Demonstrated entrepreneurial abilities in
securing resources for prototyping, business
plan development and patenting.

1. Current ‘palpated’ pressure
check of Pilot Balloon

The Innovation: A warning system for use in
anaesthesia. During ‘intubation’ the airway
must be sealed by an inflatable ‘cuff’. If this is
over-inflated, it can rupture the trachea. With
the Pressure Alert device, a small button inverts

2. If ‘check’ is incorrect, this can
damage the Trachea, as shown

Pilot
Balloon

and pops-out if the safe pressure is exceeded,
warning the user to reduce it to a safe level,
while still retaining a good seal for ventilation of
the patient.

High ‘Cuff’
Pressure!

Fire Fighting Robot
At Speck Design, California, I participated in
Discovery Channel’s Prototype This!
We were tasked with creating a robot to deliver
fire-fighting equipment up stairs, and once
deployed, could evacuate a person back down
the stairs.
The breakthrough idea that allowed this
‘dual-functionality’ was to use a deck chair
configuration to switch quickly between these
two different modes.
As a part of an internship also working on other
(confidential) medical devices in 2008.

Lightbulb Moment
Assistive Devices for Elderly: During my internship in Hong Kong, I worked with a local elderly
centre (in Sha Tin) where I got to know the
people and designed a light bulb that does
not need to be twisted to be removed - rather
it uses magnets and a ‘headphone-jack-style’
socket.
This concept (Patent Pending) helps them
regain some independence in simple tasks.
In addition to taking me through the eclectic
mix of small shops to source for prototyping
material, this experience also marked the start
of a very personal journey across two cultures. It
was in Hong Kong where I met Sheryl, now my
wife and Mom our son Elliott.

Norwegian Whiskey
A rare brief - to design packaging for Norway’s
first ever whiskey. Birchwood is used to smoke
the grain for a ‘smokey flavour’.
The ‘cross’ symbol was a rune of unknown origin,
carved into an ancient piece of wood now
owned by the distillery. I created a patterned
inner-sleeve from stripped birch bark and made
my own branding-iron to mark the stopper.
Elaborate written descriptions often appear on
bottles of Scottish whiskies, yet I chose to evoke
the same sensory anticipation with images
of the local country, seasons and the process
itself. This also made its message accessible to a
global collector’s market. The handmade ‘tag’ is
ideal for very limited batches to be bottled and
packaged as required.
This exceptionally niche malt will bear this
selected design when it reaches full maturity
around 2020!

Superman in Space
In collaboration with WarnerBros, Mattel &
RS Components : The challenge was to take
a superman figure to the edge of space and
record his decent on three 4K cameras. In
this freelance assignment, I was tasked with
designing and building the spacepod with a
budget of £500, but a novel tool I had created
previously meant that I could do this with
Correx, a low cost material which brought the
cost down to only £10!

Roots & Origins
I grew up in the country, in Cumbria and spent
many days looking at incredible expanses of
nature. Yet when I tried a ‘new perspective’ in
the subterranean world through caving, I was
equally captivated.
Much of my inspiration is drawn from organic
forms, dynamic structures or interdependent
relationships within the natural world - and I
think, explains why I have always been drawn to
creating things that are hands-on and welcome
human interaction to fully appreciate them.
Left, caves in Romania.
Below, MiniDisk rack, made from card and
cocktail sticks at age 12.

Clay & Chemistry
I taught myself how to ‘throw’ pots during my
lunch hour while studying A-Level Chemistry,
Math’s & Physics.
I repaired and reconditioned the facilities which
had not been used in years, then continued this
interest for around 6 years.
While studying Chemistry in Newcastle, I
applied the knowledge from Chemistry to
develop my own glazes.
This particular vessel was carefully ‘dropped’
into a shallow dish of glaze (both top and then
bottom) - offering a unique pattern. It was
then fired in a wood-fired kiln I helped build, in
Greystoke, Cumbria.

